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Abstract
Let E/K be an elliptic curve deﬁned over a number ﬁeld, and let p be a prime number
such that E(K) has full p-torsion. We show that the order of the p-part of the Shafarevich–Tate
group of E/L is unbounded as L varies over degree p extensions of K. The proof uses O’Neil’s
period–index obstruction. We deduce the result from the fact that, under the same hypotheses,
there exist inﬁnitely many elements of the Weil–Châtelet group of E/K of period p and
index p2.
© 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to prove the following results (notation is explained at the
end of this section):
Theorem 1. Let p be a prime number, E/K an elliptic curve over a number ﬁeld with
full p-torsion deﬁned over K, and r a positive integer. Then there are inﬁnitely many
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degree p ﬁeld extensions L/K such that
dimFpI(E/L)[p]r.
Recall that for any elliptic curve over a ﬁeld K of characteristic different from p, all
p-torsion points become rational over an extension ﬁeld of degree dividing #GL2(Fp) =
(p2−1)(p2−p). Moreover, if E/K admits complex multiplication, all p-torsion points
become rational over an extension of degree dividing 2(p2 − 1) or 2(p − 1)2. This
immediately gives the following corollary.
Corollary 2. If E/K is an elliptic curve over a number ﬁeld, p a prime and r a
positive integer, there exist inﬁnitely many ﬁeld extensions L/K of degree at most p5
such that dimFpI(E/L)[p]r. Moreover, for inﬁnitely many E/K—namely those
admitting complex multiplication over K—the same result holds for inﬁnitely many
ﬁeld extensions of degree at most 2p3.
In Section 2 we deduce Theorem 1 as a consequence of the following result, which
is of independent interest.
Theorem 3. Let p be a prime, and E/K an elliptic curve over a number ﬁeld with
full p-torsion deﬁned over K. Then there exists an inﬁnite subgroup G of H 1(K,E)[p]
such that every nonzero element of G has index p2 (i.e., p2 divides the degree of any
splitting ﬁeld extension).
The proof of Theorem 3 makes essential use of the period–index obstruction map
of Catherine O’Neil, which is the subject of Section 3. There is some play in relating
two possible deﬁnitions, after which we discuss two results concerning this map. The
ﬁrst, Theorem 5, gives a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for the period to equal
the index. The second, Theorem 6, is a computation of the period–index obstruc-
tion in the case of full level structure, a result which appears in [12] but requires
correction.
The proof of Theorem 3 is given in Section 4.
Finally, in Section 5 we discuss some issues raised by the proofs and the possibility
of certain generalizations.
Notation and terminology: For a ﬁeld K, we denote by K a ﬁxed separable closure
of K and by gK = Gal(K/K) the absolute Galois group of K. If n is a positive
integer and G is an abelian group (resp. G/K is a commutative K-group scheme) then
G[n] denotes the subgroup (resp. K-subgroup scheme) deﬁned as the kernel of [n], the
multiplication by n map. We shall always choose G/K and n such that G[n] is an étale
group scheme, which we identify with the gK -module G[n](K). For any gK -module
M and non-negative integer i, Hi(K,M) := Hi(gK,M), the ith Galois cohomology
group. We denote by Br(K) = H 2(K,Gm) the Brauer group of K.
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Unless explicit mention is made to the contrary, varieties V/K are assumed to be
smooth, projective and geometrically irreducible. We denote by K(V ) the ﬁeld of
rational functions on V/K . For a scheme X, Pic(X) = H 1(X,Gm) is the usual Picard
group, while for a variety V/K , Pic(V ) is the sheaﬁﬁcation of the fppf presheaf
S/K → Pic(V/S) (see [1, Section 8.1] for a nice discussion). Especially, if L/K is
any separable algebraic ﬁeld extension, Pic(V )(L) = Pic(V/K)gL .
If M is any gK -module and  ∈ Hi(K,M) for i > 0, then the period of  is just its
order as an element of Hi(K,M) (a torsion group). If L/K is a ﬁnite separable ﬁeld
extension such that |L = 0, we say that L/K is a splitting ﬁeld for . The (separable)
index of  is the greatest common divisor of all degrees of separable splitting ﬁelds
L/K for . In general, the period divides the index and the two quantities have the same
prime divisors ([8, Proposition 5] in the case of Weil–Châtelet groups, [6, Proposition
9] for the general case, which is not any harder). If  is an element of the Weil–Châtelet
group H 1(K,E) of an elliptic curve E/K , then the index is attained, i.e., the greatest
common divisor of all degrees of separable splitting ﬁelds is itself the degree of a
separable splitting ﬁeld [8, p. 670]. Moreover, modifying the deﬁnition of the index by
allowing not necessarily separable splitting ﬁelds would not result in a lower value for
any principal homogeneous space of an elliptic curve [9, Theorem 4].
2. Theorem 3 implies Theorem 1
Let us ﬁrst recall important results of Cassels and Lichtenbaum, both of the form
“period equals index.” Let K be a ﬁeld, E/K an elliptic curve, and  ∈ H 1(K,E)
a class of exact order n. Then  is split by a degree n ﬁeld extension if (i) K is a
number ﬁeld and  ∈I(E/K) is a locally trivial class [2, (IV): Theorem 1.2], or (ii)
K is a ﬁnite extension of Qp [9, Theorem 3]. One immediately veriﬁes the analogue
of Lichtenbaum’s theorem for principal homogeneous spaces of elliptic curves over
complete Archimedean ﬁelds: since the period and the index of an element of the
Weil–Châtelet group have the same prime divisors, and since any Galois cohomology
class  ∈ Hi(R,M) with i > 0 is killed by restriction to C hence has index at most 2,
the version over R is almost trivial. Truly trivial, but still perhaps worth mentioning,
is the fact that period equals index (equals one!) for any principal homogeneous space
of an elliptic curve E/C. In fact Lichtenbaum’s theorem continues to hold for locally
compact ﬁelds of positive characteristic [10].
Now let S ⊂ H 1(K,E)[p] be an inﬁnite subgroup such that every nonzero element
of S has index p2. For each nonzero i ∈ S, there is a ﬁnite set i of places v of
K such that i remains nonzero in the completion Kv; note that i is nonempty by
Cassels’ theorem. Moreover, by Lichtenbaum’s theorem, every class in H 1(Kv,E)[p]
can be split by a degree p extension Lw/Kv . For any given i , we can ﬁnd a degree
p global extension Li/K such that i |Li is zero everywhere locally, i.e., represents an
element of I(E/Li)[p]. Indeed, to deal with the ﬁnite places we combine the standard
(weak) approximation theorem for valuations with the fact that any polynomial P ∈
K[x] whose coefﬁcients are sufﬁciently v-adically close to an irreducible polynomial
P0 ∈ Kv[X] with corresponding extension Lw will, over Kv , also be irreducible with
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corresponding extension Lw (Krasner’s lemma). Moreover, weak approximation implies
that we may require that Li be totally imaginary at every real Archimedean place v ∈ i
(such places can exist only if p = 2). Because the index of i is p2 and we have
made a ﬁeld extension Li/K of degree only p, the element i ∈I(E/Li)[p] must be
nonzero. 1
We now reﬁne the above argument to produce r Fp-linearly independent classes. For
this, observe ﬁrst that H 1(Kv,E)[p] is a ﬁnite group: it is a homomorphic image of
H 1(Kv,E[p]), and the Galois cohomology groups of a ﬁnite module over a p-adic
ﬁeld are ﬁnite: [4, Proposition II.5.14]. (It is immediate that H 1(Kv,E[p]) is ﬁnite if
Kv is Archimedean.) Starting with an element 1 of S, the subgroup H1 ⊆ S consisting
of classes which are locally trivial at all places where 1 is locally nontrivial has ﬁnite
index and is therefore inﬁnite; choose a nontrivial 2 in this group. Continuing in
this way, we can construct a cardinality r set {1, . . . , r} of Fp-linearly independent
elements of S such that the sets i of places where i is locally nontrivial are pairwise
disjoint. Accordingly, we can again ﬁnd a single global extension L/K of degree p
such that all r classes give elements of I(E/L)[p]. Let  = a11+ · · · + arr be any
Fp-linear combination of the i’s. As above, if |L = 0, then  is a class in S of index
p, so  = 0: i.e., a1 = · · · = ar = 0. Thus dimFpI(E/L)[p]r .
3. On the period–index obstruction for elliptic curves
In this section K can be an arbitrary ﬁeld, and n is a positive integer indivisible by
the characteristic of K.
3.1. Two deﬁnitions of the period–index obstruction map
We begin in a more general setting: if X/K is any (as always smooth, projective,
geometrically irreducible) variety, there is an exact sequence
0→Pic(X)→Pic(X)(K) → Br(K)→Br(K(X)). (1)
In some sense “the right approach” to (1) is via the Leray spectral sequence in étale
cohomology (of the sheaf GmX and the morphism of sites induced by X→SpecK);
the associated ﬁve-term exact sequence is a slight reﬁnement of (1), with the last
term Br(K(X)) replaced by the smaller group Br(X) = H 2ét(X,Gm) [1, pp. 203–204].
However, the point of this section is to verify a compatibility between  and another
cohomological obstruction map, and for this we would like to have a more concrete
description of . We begin with a geometric description of the restriction of  to
the cone of positive divisor classes in Pic(X)(K) and then recall why this geometric
description is compatible with a rather down-to-earth cohomological description given
by Cassels.
1 This argument is due to William Stein.
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First we make precise the statement, “The positive divisors belonging to a divisor
class rational over K form a Severi–Brauer variety.” [5, p. 160]. Recall that an N-
dimensional Severi–Brauer variety V/K is a variety such that V/KPN/K . Suppose
that [D] ∈ Pic(X)(K) is a positive rational divisor class. Let N + 1 = h0(D), the
dimension of the K-space of functions f such that div(f ) − D, so V/K := P{0 =
f | div(f )−D} is isomorphic to PN . We can use the K-rationality of the divisor class
of D to give descent data on V: for  ∈ gK , there exists f such that div(f) = D−D,
so that f → f · f gives an isomorphism  : V→(V ). Evidently this system of
isomorphisms satisﬁes Weil’s cocycle condition, so can be used to give V the structure
of a Severi–Brauer variety V [D]/K . We have V [D](K) = ∅ if and only if V [D]PN
if and only if [D] can be represented by a K-rational divisor.
Since f is uniquely determined by its divisor D − D up to multiplication by an
element of Gm(K), the two-cocycle
((f))(, ) := f(f)f−1
is an element of H 2(K,Gm). Thus the map
[D] → (f) → (f) (2)
deﬁnes a map from the positive cone Pic+(X)(K) of Pic(X)(K) to Br(K) which is
trivial on the image of Pic+(X). But observe that assignment (2) makes no use of the
positivity of [D]; indeed it deﬁnes a homomorphism  : Pic(X)(K)→Br(K). In [2, p.
247] it is shown that this map  ﬁts into the exact sequence (1).
Remark. If V (K) = ∅, then  ≡ 0. This follows from the reﬁned version of (1)
alluded to above; see [1, p. 204, Proposition 4].
Now let E/K be an elliptic curve, n a positive integer indivisible by the characteristic
of K, and L = L(n[O]). The functor on K-schemes which associates to S/K the
collection of all isomorphisms L/S ∼→ ∗s (L/S) between the line bundle L/S and one
of its translates is represented by an algebraic K-group GL, the theta group. The theory
of theta groups is due to Mumford [11, Section 1]. We shall brieﬂy recall some parts
of this theory which are relevant for our purposes; this material is discussed in more
detail in [12, Section 2].
There is a natural embedding of Gm ↪→ GL as the subfunctor of automorphisms of
L. The quotient GL/Gm is canonically isomorphic to the kernel of the natural map
L : A→A∨, so in this case to E[n]. Moreover, GL has a natural (faithful and irre-
ducible) representation on the K-vector space of global sections (E,L): if g ∈ GL(K)
carries L ∼→ ∗xL and s ∈ (E,L), then g · (s) := ∗−x(g(s)) [11, p. 295]. Thus,
choosing a basis (f1, . . . , fn) of (E,L) we get a homomorphism GL→GLn, which
carries Gm (the center of GL) identically onto the subgroup Gm ⊂ GLn of scalar
matrices.
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In summary, we have the following commutative diagram, in which both the top and
bottom rows are central extensions of group schemes:
1 −−−−→ Gm −−−−→ GL −−−−→ E[n] −−−−→ 1




1 −−−−→ Gm −−−−→ GLn −−−−→ PGLn −−−−→ 1
(3)
Especially important for us is the morphism  : E[n]→PGLn. Let E→Pn−1 be the
morphism into projective space associated to the divisor n[O] (it is an embedding if
n3 and is two-to-one onto its image if n = 2). We may view E[n] as the group
of translations of E which extend to automorphisms of Pn−1 such that the following
diagram commutes:
E
P−−−−→ E



Pn−1 (P )−−−−→ Pn−1
(4)
We summarize this situation by saying (perhaps abusively) that E[n] is the automor-
phism group of the morphism  : E→Pn−1.
Now consider the Kummer sequence
0→E(K)/nE(K)→H 1(K,E[n])→H 1(K,E)[n]→0.
The group H 1(K,E)[n] parameterizes genus one curves C/K equipped with the struc-
ture of a principal homogeneous space for E = J (C) = Pic0(C) and having period
dividing n. This geometric interpretation “lifts” to H 1(K,E[n]) as follows.
Proposition 4. The group H 1(K,E[n]) classiﬁes isomorphism classes of pairs (C, [D]),
where C is a principal homogeneous space for E and [D] ∈ Picn(C)(K) is a K-rational
divisor class of degree n. Two such pairs are isomorphic if and only if there exists an
isomorphism of principal homogeneous spaces f : C1→C2 such that f ∗([D2]) = [D1].
I have been unable to ﬁnd this proposition in the literature in the precise form
in which we have stated it, but I am told that it has been well known for a long
time. Indeed, Proposition 4 can readily be deduced either from work of Cassels or
of O’Neil.
Proof of Proposition 4. In either case, the idea is to interpret E[n] as an automor-
phism group of a suitable structure S, so that by Galois descent H 1(K,E[n]) pa-
rameterizes the twisted forms of S. But there is some latitude in the choice of S.
The classical choice [3, Lemma 13.1] is to view E[n] as the deck transformation
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group of [n] : E→E, so that H 1(K,E[n]) parameterizes ﬁnite étale maps f : C→E
which are geometrically Galois (and for which C is, as always, geometrically con-
nected), with group Z/nZ ⊕ Z/nZ. To any such map f : C→E we associate the
pair (C, [nQ]), where Q is any element of f−1(O). O’Neil’s choice [12, Proposi-
tion 2.2] is, as above, to view E[n] as the automorphism group of the morphism
L : E→Pn−1, so that H 1(K,E[n]) parameterizes diagrams C→V , where C is
a principal homogeneous space for E and V is a Severi–Brauer variety. Note that
the additional data of the diagram C→V is, by Galois descent, equivalent to giv-
ing a rational divisor class [D] on C, for which V = V [D]. In particular, two dia-
grams C→V and C′→V ′ are isomorphic if they ﬁt into a commutative diagram of
the form
C
P−−−−→ C′


V −−−−→ V ′
the twisted analogue of (4). This completes the proof. 
Now recall that PGLn is itself the automorphism group of Pn−1, so that by Ga-
lois descent H 1(K, PGLn) parameterizes n − 1-dimensional Severi–Brauer varieties.
One of the merits of O’Neil’s setup is that the geometric interpretation of the map
H 1(K,E[n])→H 1(K, PGLn) is very simple: it is just the forgetful functor (C →
V ) → V , whereas the other forgetful functor (C → V ) → C has the cohomological
interpretation H 1(K,E[n])→H 1(K,E)[n].
This brings us to our “geometric” deﬁnition of the period–index obstruction map:
D : H 1(K,E[n])→Br(K)
by
(C, [D]) → [D] → (f) → (f),
i.e., we extract the divisor class [D] and associate the Severi–Brauer variety and then
its coboundary in the Brauer group as at the beginning of the section.
The following result justiﬁes the name.
Theorem 5. A class  ∈ H 1(K,E)[n] of exact period n has index n if and only if
some lift of  to 	 ∈ H 1(K,E[n]) has D(	) = 0.
Proof.  has index n if and only if there exists a K-rational divisor of degree n
on the corresponding principal homogeneous space C, i.e., if and only if some K-
rational divisor class of degree n on C has vanishing obstruction. Thus the result is
clear. 
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Now we must admit that this is not quite the deﬁnition of the period–index obstruction
given in [12]. Rather, O’Neil considers the cohomological connecting map

 : H 1(K,E[n])→H 2(K,Gm)
associated to the central extension of gK -modules
1→Gm(K)→GL(K)→E[n](K)→1.
Whereas D satisﬁes Theorem 5, it is 
 that can be explicitly computed, as we shall
see shortly. Fortunately there no need to choose between them.
Claim. 
 = D.
Proof. The commutativity of (3) means that 
 factors as

 : H 1(K,E[n])→H 1(K, PGLn)→H 2(K,Gm),
where the latter map is “the 
” associated to the central extension of gK -modules given
by the bottom row of (X). Since we know that H 1(K,E[n])→H 1(K, PGLn) is just
(C → V ) → V , the only thing that remains to be shown is that (V [D]) = 
(V [D]).
To see this: if m() ∈ GLn(K) is the matrix deﬁned by
(f1, . . . , fn) = m()(f1, . . . , fn),
and m() is its image in PGLn(K), then the one-cocycle associated to V [D] is  :
 → m(). But then 
() can be computed by lifting  to GLn(K), and if we choose
the lift  → m(), then we have an equality of cocycles

()(, ) = f(f)f−1 = (f).
This completes the proof of the claim. 
We end this section by noting, as in [12], that 
((E(K)/nE(K))) = 0; in other
words, 
 vanishes on the image of the Kummer map. It may be tempting to conclude
that 
 factors through H 1(K,E)[n], but this is absolutely not the case. Since 
 is
deﬁned by nonabelian Galois cohomology, it need not be a homomorphism of groups,
and in fact [12, Proposition 4.1] shows that it is always a quadratic map. This leads us
directly into the issues of the next section, in which we will compute 
 in a special
case.
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3.2. Heisenberg groups and the explicit period–index obstruction
The goal of this section is to compute 
 in the case when E/K has full n-torsion
deﬁned over K. That is, we assume that the ﬁnite étale K-group scheme E[n] is constant,
and choose a Galois module isomorphism E[n](Z/nZ)2. The Galois-equivariance of
Weil’s en-pairing implies that Z/nZ =∧2 E[n] = n as Galois modules, so the above
choice of basis induces an isomorphism
H 1(K,E[n])H 1(K,n)2 = (K∗/K∗n)2.
So in this case the period–index obstruction can be viewed as a map

 : (K∗/K∗n)2→Br(K).
Now we must point out that [12, Proposition 3.4] gives a computation of 
 which is
not quite correct: it is claimed that 
(a, b) = 〈a, b〉n, the norm-residue symbol. But
the following counterexample was supplied by the referee:
Suppose n = 2, so E is given as y2 = (x − e1)(x − e2)(x − e3). Then the map
 : E(K)/2E(K)→(K∗/K∗2)2 is given explicitly for any point (x, y) ∈ E(K) with
x = e1, e2 as
(x, y) = (x − e1, x − e2) (mod K∗2)
[14, Proposition X.1.4]. But 
 vanishes on (E(K)/2E(K)), so in particular 
(e3 −
e1, e3 − e2) = 0. But as e1, e2, e3 vary over all triples of distinct elements of K,
(e3 − e1, e3 − e2) runs through all elements of K×/K×2, and all Hilbert symbols
〈a, b〉2 vanish only if Br(K)[2] vanishes.
On the other hand, the following result shows that the obstruction map 
 is close
to being the norm residue symbol 〈 , 〉n.
Theorem 6. Let E/K be an elliptic curve over a ﬁeld K and n a positive integer not
divisible by the characteristic of K and such that E[n] is a trivial gK -module. Then
there exist C1, C2 ∈ K∗/K∗n such that for all a, b ∈ K∗/K∗n,

(a, b) = 〈C1a, C2b〉n − 〈C1, C2〉n.
Before we begin the proof we will need to recall some facts about Heisenberg
groups. There is an algebraic K-group scheme Hn, which is, like G, a central exten-
sion of E[n] by Gm. To deﬁne Hn, one chooses a decomposition E[n] = H1 ⊕ H2
into a direct sum of two cyclic order n subgroup schemes. (With a view towards
the higher-dimensional case, one should think of this as a Lagrangian decompo-
sition, i.e., that each Hi is maximal isotropic for the Weil en-pairing; of course
this is automatic for elliptic curves.) Then Hn is deﬁned by the following 2-cocycle
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fH1,H2 ∈ Z2(E[n],Gm):
(P1 + P2,Q1 +Q2) → en(P1,Q2).
In the course of the proof of Theorem 6 we will see that the connecting map 
Hn :
H 1(K,E[n])→Br(K) associated to the Heisenberg group is precisely the norm residue
symbol 〈a, b〉n. This result is a very special case of thesis work of Shariﬁ [13, Proposi-
tion 2.3]. Moreover, Mumford [11, Corollary of Theorem 1] shows that when K = K ,
the theta group G is isomorphic to the Heisenberg group Hn. (To be entirely precise,
Mumford works over an algebraically closed ﬁeld, but his proof [11, p. 293] shows that
the identiﬁcation of G with Hn is attained over an abelian extension of K of exponent
dividing n, hence certainly over the separable closure.) Thus in general G is a Galois
twisted form of Hn. Combining these two results with the above counterexample, it
must be the case that G can be a nontrivial twisted form of Hn.
Nevertheless, we can completely understand the possible twists: they are parameter-
ized by H 1(K,Aut*(Hn)), where the * indicates that we want not the full automorphism
group of Hn but only the automorphisms which act trivially on the subgroup Gm and
on the quotient E[n]. It will turn out that Aut*(Hn)(H1 ⊕H2)∨, so that the twisted
forms of the Heisenberg group will be parameterized by pairs of order n characters
of gK .
We now begin the proof of Theorem 6. Let  ∈ Aut*(Hn), and let (P1, P2, ) denote
an arbitrary element of the Heisenberg group. Since  is the identity modulo the center,
we have (Pi) = Pi for i = 1, 2; together with the fact that (0, 0, ) = (0, 0, ), this
implies that  : (P1, P2, ) → (P1, P2, ()(P1, P2)). That is, an automorphism of Hn
as an extension determines a map  : H1 ⊕ H2→Gm, i.e., a character of H1 ⊕ H2.
Conversely, any such character deﬁnes an automorphism, and we have canonically
Aut*(Hn) = (H1 ⊕ H2)∨ (Pontrjagin = Cartier dual). It follows that the collection of
twisted forms of the Heisenberg group is H 1(K, (H1⊕H2)∨)H 1(K,H1⊕H2), since
the Weil pairing gives an autoduality E[n]∨E[n].
Changing notation slightly, let
 ∈ H 1(K,Aut*(Hn)) = H 1(K, (H1 ⊕H2)∨)(K∗/K∗n)2
be a one-cocycle. Using  we build a twisted form H of Hn, i.e., the group scheme
whose K-points are the same as the K-points of Hn, but with twisted gK -action, as
follows:
 · (P1, P2, ) = (P1, P2, ()(P1, P2)()).
We may now compute the cohomological coboundary map 
 directly from its deﬁnition.
For this, we view H/K as Gm × E[n] “doubly twisted,” i.e., twisted as a gK -set as
just discussed, and twisted as a group via the cocycle f introduced above:
(, P ) * (,Q) = (f (P,Q), P +Q).
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We note that the inverse of (, P ) is (−1f (P,−P)−1,−P). Let  ∈ Z1(K,E[n]);
we want to compute 
()(, ). The basic recipe for this allows us to choose arbitrary
lifts N, N, N of , (), () to H and put 
()(, ) = N(N)N−1 .
We choose to lift by the set-theoretic identity section: () → (1, ()), and so on.
Keeping in mind that (()) = () and () = ()(), we get:

()(, ) = (1, ()) * (1, ()) * (1, ())−1
= (1, ()) * (()(()), ()) * (f ((),−())−1,−()
= (()(())f ((), ()), ()()) * (f ((),−())−1,−())
= (()(())f ((), ()), 0).
That is, the coboundary map 
 : H 1(K,E[n])→Br(K)[n] is a product of two terms:

()(, ) = 
1 · 
2 = ()(()) · f ((), ()).
Indeed 
2 and 
1 are, respectively, the quadratic form and the linear form comprising
the quadratic map 
.
Proposition 7. We have—with suitable identiﬁcations to be explained below—that

2(a, b) = 
Hn(a, b) = 〈a, b〉n.
Proof. Note that the ﬁrst equality in the statement of the Proposition is clear, since

 = 
2 if  is trivial. Our choice of a basis P1, P2 for E[n](K) determines a primitive
nth root of unity n = en(P1, P2), and we use n to identify n with Z/nZ. This same
choice of basis gave us a Kummer isomorphism H 1(K,E[n])(K×/K×n)2, so we
may identify (a, b) ∈ (K×/K×n)2 with a pair of characters a, b : gK→Z/nZ. Then
there is a cup-product map
∪ : H 1(K,Z/nZ)×H 1(K,Z/nZ)→H 2(K,Z/nZ) = H 2(K,n) = Br(K)[n],
and it is well known [5, Proposition XIV.5] that 〈a, b〉n = a ∪b. With this notation
() = (a(),b()), so

2()(, ) = en(a(),b()) = a() · b(),
where the last product is just multiplication in Z/nZ. It remains to remark that (a ∪
b)(, ) = a() · b()—see e.g. the ﬁrst displayed equation of [5, p. 208]. This
completes the proof of Proposition 7. 
To evaluate 
1, choose a basis (P1, P2) of E[n] and use the induced decomposition
of E[n] = H1 ⊕ H2 and the corresponding decomposition of the dual space E[n]∨
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(i.e., we decompose any character  into 1 ⊕2, where i (Hj ) = 0 for i = j ). This
induces decompositions  = 1 ⊕ 2 and  = 1 ⊕ 2, so that
()(()) = 1()(1()) · 2()(2()).
Now under our identiﬁcation H 1(K,E[n]) = (K∗/K∗n)2, 1 corresponds to a (mod
K∗n) and 2 corresponds to b (modK∗n), so 
1 is just the sum of the cyclic algebras
(a, 1) and (b, 2). Using Kummer theory to identify the characters with elements (say)
C2, C
′
1 of K∗/K∗n, we get

1(a, b) = 〈a, C2〉 + 〈b, C′1〉 = 〈a, C2〉 + 〈C1, b〉,
where C1 = C′−11 . Thus we have

(a, b) = 〈a, b〉 + 〈a, C2〉 + 〈C1, b〉 = 〈C1a, C2b〉 − 〈C1, C2〉,
completing the proof of the theorem.
4. The Proof of Theorem 3
In this section the following hypotheses are in force: n = p is prime, K is a number
ﬁeld, and E/K is an elliptic curve with E[p](K) = E[p](K). We note that this
implies, by the Galois-equivariance of the Weil pairing, that K contains the pth roots of
unity. Since for any class  ∈ H 1(K,E)[p] the possible lifts of  to H 1(K,E[p]) are
parameterized by the ﬁnite abelian group E(K)/pE(K) (weak Mordell–Weil theorem),
by Theorem 5 the proof of Theorem 3 is reduced to the following result.
Proposition 8. Let K be a number ﬁeld containing the pth roots of unity and H ⊆
(K∗/K∗p)2 a ﬁnite subgroup. Then there exists an inﬁnite subgroup G ⊆ (K∗/K∗p)2
with the property that for every nonzero element g of G and every element h ∈ H ,

(hg) = 0.
By Theorem 6, 
 = 〈 , 〉p up to a linear term, and essentially what must be shown
is the same statement with 〈 , 〉p in place of 
; this says, morally, that Brauer groups
of number ﬁelds are “large” in a certain sense. We prove this directly (if inelegantly)
using exactly what the reader expects: local and global class ﬁeld theory, especially
the nondegeneracy of the local norm residue symbol.
Along these lines we will need the following routine result, whose proof we include
for completeness.
Lemma 9. Let n be a positive integer, K be a number ﬁeld containing the nth roots of
unity, and L1, . . . , Lk be k cyclic degree n extensions of K. Then the image in K∗/K∗n
of the subgroup of K∗ consisting of simultaneous norms from each Li is inﬁnite.
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Proof. By Hasse’s norm theorem, if L/K is a cyclic extension of number ﬁelds, then
a ∈ K∗ is a norm from L if and only if it is everywhere a local norm. Let S be the set
of places of K consisting of the real Archimedean places (if any) together with all ﬁnite
places which ramify in any Li/K (if any). Let G1 ⊆ K∗ be the subgroup of elements
which are nth powers locally at every v ∈ S; notice that G1 has ﬁnite index. Recalling
that the norm map on an unramiﬁed local extension is surjective onto the unit group,
we get that any a ∈ G1 is a simultaneous local norm except possibly at the unramiﬁed
places v at which it has nontrivial valuation. Let h be the class number of K. Then
the set of primes which split completely in the Hilbert class ﬁeld as well as in each
Li has density at least 1hnk . For such a v, let v be a generator of the corresponding
prime ideal, and let G2 be the (inﬁnite) subgroup of K∗ generated by these elements
v . Since G1 has ﬁnite index, G := G1 ∩G2 remains inﬁnite and visibly has inﬁnite
image in K∗/K∗n; by Hasse, every element of G is a simultaneous norm. 
Now we begin the proof of Proposition 8. Write out the elements of H as follows:
H = {(h1i , h2i )}| 1 ik}.
Moreover, let B = BH be the ﬁnite set of places of K containing the Archimedean
places, the places at which any h1i or h2i has nonzero valuation, and the places for
which, for any e (mod p), any expression e〈C1, C2〉v−〈h1i , h2i〉v is nonzero in Br(Kv).
Clearly it is enough to construct arbitrarily large ﬁnite subgroups G such that every
nontrivial element (g1, g2) of G has the property that for all i,

(hig) = 〈C1h1ig1, C2h2ig2〉p = 〈C1, C2〉p.
We make two preliminary simplifying assumptions: ﬁrst, let C be the cyclic subgroup
generated by 〈C1, C2〉p in Br(K)[p]. Rather than constructing elements g such that all
modiﬁcations of g by elements of H have 
(hg) = 〈C1, C2〉p, it is convenient for a later
inductive argument to require the stronger property that for all h ∈ H , 
(hg) is not an
element of C. Second, by replacing H by H +C, we reduce to the following problem:
ﬁnd arbitrarily large ﬁnite subgroups G such that all nontrivial elements (g1, g2) have
the property that for all h = (h1i , h2i ) in H,
〈h1ig1, h2ig2〉p is not in C. (5)
In order to accomplish this, we ﬁrst claim that we can choose g2 ∈ K∗/K∗p such that:
• For 1 ik, 〈h1i , g2〉 = 0; and
• For 1 ik, g2h2i is not in K∗p.
Indeed, the elements g2 satisfying the ﬁrst condition are precisely the simultaneous
norms from the k cyclic ﬁeld extensions K(h1/p1i )/K , so in the notation of Lemma 9
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there is a positive density set S1 of principal prime ideals v = (v) such that v ∈ K∗
is a simultaneous norm from these k extensions. The second condition is also satisﬁed
as long as v ∈ S1 \ B, so choose any such v and take g2 = v .
If we now choose any g1 with the property that for all i and any e (mod p)
〈g1, g2h2i〉 = e〈C1, C2〉p − 〈h1i , h2i〉,
then the element g = (g1, g2) will have the desired property (5). For each i, since
g2h2i is not a pth power, there exists an inﬁnite set of places v = v(i) such that g2h2i
is not a pth power in Kv . Hence we may choose places v1, . . . , vk , distinct and disjoint
from B, such that for all i, g2h2i is not a pth power in Kvi . By weak approximation,
we can choose an element g1 of K∗/K∗p such that for all i, g completes to a class
of K∗vi /K
∗p
vi making all the local norm residue symbols 〈g1, g2h2i〉vi nontrivial (this
is possible because of the nondegeneracy of the local norm residue symbol). But by
deﬁnition of B, e〈C1, C2〉vi − 〈h1i , h2i〉vi = 0 for all i, so we have constructed an
element g = (g1, g2) satisfying (5). Now observe that if 1j < p, gj2 satisﬁes the
same two bulleted properties as g2; moreover, since H is a subgroup, h2i = hj2i′ for
some other index i′, and the nontriviality of 〈g1, g2h2i〉v implies the nontriviality of
〈gj1 , gj2hj2i〉v , so that indeed the entire cyclic subgroup A generated by (g1, g2) has
property (5).
We ﬁnish by iterating the construction: running through the above argument with H
replaced by A⊕ C gives a two-dimensional Fp-subspace of K∗/K∗p ×K∗/K∗p, and
so on.
5. Concluding remarks
I. In the derivation of Theorem 1 from Theorem 3, instead of appealing to Lichten-
baum’s theorem on the equality of the period and index for all classes in the Weil–
Châtelet group of an elliptic curve over a local ﬁeld, we could instead have used an
earlier result [8, Corollary 2, p. 677] giving the same equality for abelian varieties
of arbitrary dimension over local ﬁelds in the case when p is prime to the residue
characteristic and A has good reduction. Indeed the set of places of K lying over p
together with those places of bad reduction for E/K form a ﬁnite set, and as in the
proof we need only restrict to the ﬁnite index subgroup of classes trivial at all these
places.
II. The proof of the main theorem shows that each nonzero element g of G ⊆
H 1(K,E)[p] gives rise to at least one set of “local conditions” on a degree p extension
L/K sufﬁcient to ensure that g restricts to a nonzero element of I(E/L). On the other
hand, the proof of Theorem 3 shows that G is not only an inﬁnite subgroup but has (in
some sense) “positive measure,” bounded away from zero in terms of #E(K)/pE(K).
Thus the argument should lead to an explicit lower bound on the function
f (N) = f (E/K, p,N) :=
∑
L/K, [L:K]=p, ||
L/K ||N
dimFpI(E/L)[p],
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where 
L/K is the discriminant of L/K . What is to be expected about the asymptotics
of f ?
III. The hypothesis that E has full p-torsion deﬁned over K is used only in the appeal
to the “explicit” period–index obstruction of Theorem 5 in the proof of Theorem 3. My
hope is that Theorem 3 should be valid for every elliptic curve over a number ﬁeld—
namely, there should always exist an inﬁnite subgroup of principal homogeneous spaces
of order p and index p2. The challenge here is to make sufﬁciently explicit the period–
index obstruction map 
 : H 1(K,E[p])→Br(K) in the case of an arbitrary Galois
module structure on E[p]. Notice that the setup of Theorem 4 can be generalized to
the case of elliptic curves E such that E[n] has a Lagrangian decomposition: i.e., a
decomposition into one-dimensional subspaces H1⊕H2 as Galois module. This is still
quite a stringent condition, but it can be satisﬁed over Q for the primes 2, 3 and 5, since
for such primes p, elliptic curves E/Q with Galois module structure E[n]p⊕Z/pZ
are known to exist. In these cases, an analogue of Theorem 4 would show the existence
of genus 1 curves C/Q of period p and index p2 for p5. While this may not sound
very impressive, we must point out that heretofore the only examples in the literature
of genus one curves over any number ﬁeld with index exceeding their period are those
of period 2 and index 4 (over Q) constructed by Cassels [2, (V)] more than 40 years
ago. Indeed, Cassels’ Jacobian elliptic curves have full 2-torsion over Q, so his results
are a special case of our Theorem 3.
IV. Theorems 1 and 3 continue to hold when K is a global ﬁeld of positive charac-
teristic (i.e., a one-variable function ﬁeld over a ﬁnite ﬁeld) as long as the prime p is
not the characteristic of K: we need only use the aforementioned positive characteristic
version of Lichtenbaum’s theorem due to Milne [10, Corollary, p. 283]. But in fact the
point of Milne’s paper is to prove that Tate local duality holds (even) on the p-primary
component of H 1(K,E) and accordingly that Lichtenbaum’s theorem holds even for
Weil–Châtelet classes whose period is divisble by p. Perhaps Theorems 1 and 3 hold
even for such classes, but they cannot be proved using the present methods, which
require E[n] to be an étale group scheme.
V. There are versions of Theorems 1 and 3 for principal homogeneous spaces over
abelian varieties of any dimension. The proofs require a higher dimensional period–
index obstruction map and are pursued in a separate paper [6].
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